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ABSTRACT

We discuss the iight-cone type gauges (old and new) and the associated residual symme-

tries in theories of extended objects. We also discuss certain covariant gauges and in particular a

covuriunt gauge for membranes which admits ihe contact diffeomorphisms of the world-volume as

a residual symmetry.
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Tu!k delivered at the Illrd Regional Conference on Mathematical Physics, Islamabad, February

1989.

C o m p a r e d with str ing theory, w h e r e the classical ques t ions of gauge t i \ i ny istul the resul-

ual symmetries are well understood, the complexities.of membrane and higlier-extemk-d-iibji.-a

theories are such that many of the analogous questions remain unanswered. In particular, in sinu;^

theory the light-cone gauge is a very natural one, since it enables one to eliminate all the non-

physical degrees of freedom. It also has the virtue of turning the theory into a linear me, so that one

can exhibit the full solution space. On the other hand if one looks for a spacetime-eovarinni gauge,

the conformal gauge arises in a natural manner, in which world-sheet diffcomorpliisms are bruki-i:

down to independent left-moving and right-moving reparametrisations, i.e. the Virasoro transfor-

mations. Among other things, this enables one to construct the so-called spectrum-generating op-

erators (see, for example, [ID, by means of which all the states of the string rock space can b-.1 built

up.

Whether a membrane theory can succesfully describe the phsyics of all fuiidaincnt.il in

teractions including gravity still remains to be seen. It is none the less interesting to try to push the

analysis of the theory as far as possible, if only in order to gain deeper insights into the preferred

role of strings amongst all the possible theories of extended objects. In the process, it turns out that

the study of membranes and higher extended objects reveals some intriguing mathematical struc-

tures that are worthy of study in their own right. One of the most interesting of these is the group

of residual symmetries that remains after imposing certain gauge conditions.

A Light-Cone Gauge for p-Branes and Volume-Preserving Diffcoinorpliisnis

It is not clear whether the optimum gauge choice for higher-dimensional extended objects

has yet been discovered. However, it seems natural to try to find a gauge which is in some SCUM'

analogous to the light-cone gauge in string theory. Such a gauge was first used in | 2 | , in the ease

of the membrane. Here, we Shalt discuss the issue of gauge fixing in the more general context of a

p-dimensional bosonic extended object, whose action is taken to be

1 - < * - ' > — ( , ,

where t = 0, • • • ,p labels the coordinates a ' = (r , <T") of the world-volume swept oul hy a /:

dimensional extended object with metric <?,-,, andX^, where p = 0 , - ,,d- 1, arc the coordinates

of a d-dimensional Minkowski spacetime with metric i^p. The field equations that follow from (! >

are ( we shall consider closed p-branes), to avoid complicated boundary conditions);

(3)Si; = di

It is convenient to parametrize the metric gy in terms a shift vector JV" (a - 1, . , JJ)

and a lapse function JV as follows:

-N2 + habN
aNb

(-1)



The inverse metric g' ; is then given by

N~2Nb

where h^h^ = 6". Note that

The action (1) is evidently invariant under the reparametrization of the world-volume,

Under these rcparumetrizations, N" and N transform as follows

(4)

(6)

(7)

6JV = ?di

- N2

where

Do = do - Nada (10)

In search of a light-cone lype gauge, following the analogy with string theory, we begin

liy selling

X* =r, ( 1 1 )

where X+ = -TJC-X" + X1*"1). For all p-branes, imposing this condition uses up the freedom so

reparametrise the world-volume lime coordinate, i.e. the function £° in equation (7) is fixed. In this

gauge the field equation (3) in ab, 0 a and (X) directions, respectively, gives

= daX'di,X',

D0X- = -j(DoX'DoX' + AT2),

(12)

(13)

(14)

with / = 1, ...,d - 2. The field equation (2) in X +-direction gives an expression for DQX

which follows from (13), and therefore does not contain any new information, while in the / and

+ directions (taking combinations) gives

N-xVhDlx' -

Do (N~l \A) - (daN
a

') = 0 ,

h = 0,

(15)

(16)

(13) and (14) are the field equations of TV" and JV which, inacovariant setting, give the (first class)

constraints, due to the fact that the time derivatives of these fields do not occur in the Lagrangian.

In the light-cone gauge, however, the constraints are solved, and (13) and (14) determine X~ (upto

possible zero modes) ]3J. The remaining field equations are (12), (15) and (16). What makes the

extended object dynamics difficult to solve is precisely the intrinsic nonlinenritu-s of the.se cc|u::

lions. The question now is to what extent can we simplify them by exploiting ilie freedom k-fi in

performing (time-dependent) spatial reparametrizations with parameter £" on the hrane. One naiu-

ral strategy in doing this is to try to eliminate the metric degrees of freedom jV" and :V. One such

gauge choice is suggested by the form of (15), and is given by

N = Vh. I 1 .')

Setting J° equal to zero in (8), we find that the preservation of the gauge choice (17.i ivt|niu^ il::,i

MS,

where a: denotes the coordinates a ' , ..,ap. The field equation (16) now reads

daN" = 0.

Locally, we can solve (17) and (18) as follows

where A"*(r,<f) is an arbitrary parameter, and UJO!I is an antisymmetric tensor ;;:m*

which, as we find from (9), transforms as

c : ' t i

£ ixb
0J =

where the shift vector N" is indicated by /^, and by CN_ we mean the l,ie derivative in ilu- A'

direction.

In the gauges (11) and (17), recalling (12) and (21), one can derive the ivm;iiiiin;' I'.eh!
equation (15) from the following Lagrangian (upto the X± zero modes) | 3 |

L T*1 V • T*l V * Q| " Q . D| Vff 1J v~ JI r \ \r 1 g f\ V ' l ' \ V K .it,

2 2p! p p

which is invariant, up to a total derivative, under the transformations

SX! = ( 9 t A
a 6 ) 9 a X ' , (M)

The covariant derivative of X! reads

= doX1 -
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The field equations following from (23) are still very complicated. What further gauge
emulitions c;m we impose to simplify them? It turns out that, one can still impose the condition *

u a b = 0 , (27)

aficr which, the Lugrangian is given by (23) with Do —> do and it has the symmetry (24) with

lime independent parameter A " ' ( a ) , i.e. diffeomorphisms satisfying the condition

..,P. (28)

These transformations are often referred to as volume-preserving diffeomorphisms, SDiff.

( See p. 35X of ref. [ 10] for a proper definition of a divergence of a vector field with respect to a

volume element on a manifold with or without a Riemannian structure).

At this stage, there is neither obvious nor compelling way to fix the residual symmetry

SDiff. (For a discussion of this point in Hamiltontan formalism, see [4]). Strictly speaking, its ana-

log for a closed string is merely a global rotation of the string. However, it is, in a sense, similar to

the confbrmal (Virusoro) symmetry of the string, since the latter also arises as a residual symmetry

in a certain gauge. In the string case, the Virasoro algebra with a certain central extension turns out

to be also a spectrum generating algebra. It would be interesting to see whelher the SDijff discussed

above is related to the spectum generatig algebras for p-branes. Such a relation might reduce the

important problem of finding the exact spectrum of the p-branes to a problem in representation the-

ory of algebras based on SDiff. The local SD^f symmetry (ig) is a i s o useful because its anomalies

(if any), which are probably easier to analyse than the full-fledged Diff anomalies, might shed light

on the important question of quantum consistency.

Of course, we could have followed a different route in gauge fixing from (he beginning

so as to lix all the diffeomorphisms. An example of such a "physical" gauge is (modulo global

issues) [51

Jt^cr'. (29)

In this gauge one can show that the Held equations reduce to

=6, (30)

(31)

where rjy is the flat Minkowskian metric and X* denotes the (d-3) transeverse degrees of freedom.

Again, we see the highly nonlinear nature of membrane field equations.

* One way to show that we can actually impose (27) is this: Imposing N" = 0 first, from

(9) we see that this requires fixing of the time dependence of the parameter £°. Using the remaining

symmetry, we can set N = s/h at a given time. We then observe that this condition is maintained

at all times by the virtue of the field equation (16) [2],

Light-Cone Type Gauges for Membranes

I n m e m b r a n e t h e o r i e s , t h e L a g r a n g i a n ( 2 3 ) a n d g a u g e - t r a n s f o r m a t i o n r u l e s i ? l - 2 5 ) ; u t n i i i

an elegant reformulation. We set

Equations (23) and (24-25) can then be written as |3,6j

( . ' • • I ,

and

fiw ='

where the Lie bracket {F, G} is defined by

and the covariant derivative is defined by

t>a = du + { u , }.

These equations are strongly reminiscent of Yang-Mills theory (dimensionally reduced

mension), and in fact one can establish that for certain membrane topologies at least,

precise equivalence of the membrane in light-cone gauge and the N --» oo limit of Y

quantum-mechanical models for certain Lie groups such as SU(N) [2\. HA1' = (A"

a denotes the trace of a matrix in the adjoint representation of the Yung-Mills grou

correspondence is

X' ^A!

w «-. A 0

{F,G}Ln+->[F,G\

( 5M

to one di-

there is :i

ang Mills

,A'),:uhl

, then tin1

/ •

In membrane theories, since there is a 2-dimensional spatial metric hail, tin;re I-MSK ilk-
interesting possibility of having holomorphic transformations on the hranc as residual syiiiiiKiiv
transformations. Suppose, we impose the gauge choices

where we have expressed the components of the membrane metric k^ in the light-cone

IT* = - j j (cr±ip) . (Note that (39) implies two real conditions since / i t t is complex). Tliec

(38) will fix the parameter £° as before, while maintaining the condition (39) will put the i

(40)



where d± = - J r ^ a T it)/,). Although this is a desirable property, in Shis gauge the metric com-

ponents N" and TV are not gauged away, and the equations of motion maintain their complicated

nonlinear form.

There is an alternative way of slicing membrane world volume, in which "the second

spatial coordinate" p is singled out. In that case, we can parametrize the metric as

(41)

(41)

and its inverse as

9 ~{

7u4

W

I'2

where <j = T, a and 7 " ' ^ = fi°

In this case, we can view the membrane-world volume as a U( 1) (or /£') bundle over

string world-sheet, with fibres parametrized by ihe "second membrane coordinate" p. This is a

convenient setting to impose gauge conditions which are left invariant under transformations that

are holomorphic on the base. These can be interpreted as the affsnization of (he usual conformal

(Virasoro) symmetries. To see how this works, let us begin by imposing the the following gauge

condition ( modulo global issues):

Xd-y=p. (43)

This clearly fixes the parameter

impose the following conditions

To achieve base-holomorphic residual symmetry, we then

= 0, (44)

(45)

where the light-cone coordinates on the base are defined by or* = 4 j ( r ± c r ) . (Note that, 7++ and
iv_ are real). The conditions (44) and (45) are left invariant under reparametrizations restricted as

where d± = Aj (da ± dp). These equations are easily solved to yield

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

where u and v are two arbitrary holomorphic functions.Thus, as promised, we have shown that

we have an affinized version of world-sheed conformal transformations as a residual symmetry:

The Virasoro-Iike generator T(<r~) is affinized by the "second membrane coordinate" p to become

T( a™, p) • Although, the metric components 0" and 7 are stil! not gauged away and the membrane

equations of motion are still complicated, the residual symmetry which we have found may have an

application in building new membrane theories. In this context, let us mention that recently ajaihei

special N=6 superconformal Kac-Moody algebra with a central extension which is affinized in the

sense discussed above has been constructed [7]. Remarkably, a Sugawara-typellaniiltonian leads

to simplified equations of morion for the currents which are easily solved by currents of the form

J(a~,p) (in our notation, and suppressing the ferminonic coordinates). It would be inieresiiiij- m

see whether there exists an exactly soluble membrane theory which would admit the ulyebra oi ivf

[7] as a residual symmetry algebra, possibly in a gauge like ihe one discussed above.

Structures on the World-Volume and Covariant Gauges

So far we have focused on light-cone type noncovariant gauge fixing. I iavini;, seen thai

the nonlinearitiesofthememraneequationsare intrinsic and non-gaugeable away by any "physical"

light-cone type gauges, it is natural now to enquire the possibility of finding a cox-ariaiu gauge in

which some analytic structures similar to the complex analytic structure thai arises on ihe stritr.:

world-sheet in covariant formulation might also arise {possibly in a more general form) in theories

of higher extended objects as well. In fact, beyond strings there may be enough world-volume

dimensions (p + 1 > 2) to allow quatemionic analytic structures (for p=4n-l), or sympleclk

structures ( forp=2n-l), or contact structures (for p=2n) |8]. The latter arc generalization of the

complex structures for odd dimensional manifolds. With these motivations in mind, in the rest nl

this note we shall devote our attention to the issue of covariant gauge fixing in p-hrane theories

beyond strings.

One possible covariant gauge choice is |9j

N = \rh

This is just the gauge choice discussed at the beginning of this noie, with the iion-covuriant i
tion (11) now relaxed. In this gauge, the field equations (2) and (3) are

(51

h = 0 .

15.1]

( V I )

( 551

The last two equations are the usual constraints generating the spatial and time reparumctri/jiions

of the world-volume. Subjecting the gauges (52) and (53) to the world-volume reparameni/atinns

(8) and (9), one finds that they are left invariant under the following residual symmetries

-dot0 + &,£" = 0,

(57)



Tlvxt- are SDiff transformations subjected to the extra complicated condition (57). Differentiating

(5f>) with respect to time and using (57) in the resuhing equation, one finds that the parameter £°

obeys precisely the same equation as J C . Thus, £° can be used toeliminate one of the coordinates

X" (e.g. XD ) or a combination of them thereof (e.g. X* = T) [9).

I-"or strings, (52)-(53) represent the conformal gauge, and (56)-{57) arc the residual con-

formal symmetry transformations. Thus, one may view (52)-(53) to be the analog of the conformal

gauge for higher p-branes. However, there is an alternative way to interpret the conformal gauge

lor strings, w'hicli would suggest different generalizations for higher extended objects. For sim-

plicity, let us consider an Euclideanized world-sheet of a free closed string. We can fix a complex

structure on the world-sheet as follows (this is possible, since all 2-manifolds are admit a complex

structure)
0 1

- 1 0
(58)

Let us impose the gauge condition

which means that the metric is Hennitian [8]. With the complex structure fixed as in (58), this

condition is the same as <5O)-(51) for strings. The Hermieity condition (59) is clearly left invariant

under holomorphic diffeomorphisms of the world-sheet.

In search of higher p-brane analogs of the conformal gauge, the above interpretation

suggests that we look for structures on the world-volume. The simplest extended object beyond

the string is the membrane which, of course, has a 3-dimensional world-volume, but let us consider,

more generally, (2n+l) dimensional world-volume manifolds. It turns out that there is an analog

of the complex structure for such manifolds, known as the contact structure, which is defined as

follows 18]: A (2n+l)- dimensional manifold M is said to have a contact structure and is called a

contact manifold if it carries a global 1-form TJ such that

4 0 (60)

everywhere on M, where the exponent denotes the n-th exterior power. One calls T] a contact

form on M The (infinitesimal) contact diffeomorphisms are those which leave the contact structure

invariant up to a scale [8|:
JC£TJ = AT), (61)

where £ £ is the Lie derivative along the vector £', i = 0 , 1 , . . . , 2n+ 1. It is known that all

compact orieantable differentable 3-manifolds are contact manifolds (see,for example, p. 381 of

ref.[ 10]). Therefore, let us focus our attention on membranes, and take the world-volume to be

such a 3-manifold, in an Euclidean (path integral) formulation. We are looking for a (covariant)

gauge condition which will admit the contact diffeomorphisms as a residual symmetry group. In

analogy with the string case, let us fix a contact structure on the world-volume to be

TJ = d r + adp — pda. (62)

We can construct a (1,1) type structure// such thai/•'TJ; = 0 |8 | , and attempt to iuipoM- O9i as a

gauge choice in this case (]} = —j\ = 1, other components vanishing). However, ttiis eiiinlitii>;i

is too restictive; it eliminates four degrees of freedom in the metric, while we have only ihtve

reparatnetrizations, at most, at our disposal. Also, given the fact that SO(3) tangent space filiations

do not leave invariant the contact structure, we are motivated to impose a gauge condition on ilk-

frames (dreibeins), eJX r = 0, 1, 2), rather than the metric. A suitable gauge choice i.s:|

eji> = 0 , 1 = 1 , 2 , id ! ,

where e* is the inverse dreibein. One easiSy verifies that this gauge conditions is maintained i>v

the contact diffeomorphisms (61). If for the frame field ej. the vectors c\, ?2_ and tlie i.ie hi.ukvt

[ ei_, eg] are linearly independent, one can find a diffeomorphism transforming c'r to the frame lie Id

el
r. There is still a local U(l) freedom in rotating the frames, but there is no obvious advani:rie in

fixing it,

Although, we have found an analog of the conformal gauge for membranes, ii docs not

seem to simplify the membrane equations of motion. While in string theory she holoinorpti ic l'ui\

(ions (representations of holomorphic diffeomorphisms) provided the solution space ID the field

equations, it is far from clear that the representations of the contact diffconuirphisnis do tin- same

for membranes.

So far we have considered the complex and contact structures which require the world-

volume dimension to be even and odd, respectively. For p-branes with 4n-dimensional world

volume, an interesting structure to consider is the almost quaternionic structure, i.e. three complex

structures which obey the quaternion algebra [8]. The simplest extended object where such struc-

tures might be relevant is the 3-brane, since its world-volume is, of course, four dimensional, f low

ever, even in this simplest case, there seems to be no obvious way to impose gauge condition on

the metric so that suitably defined "quaternionic analytic" transformations arc residual symmetries.

One potential difficulty is that finding a coordinate system where the three complex structures aiv

constants may already put a strong restriction on the world-volume |8[.

Clearly, the issue of finding a gauge such that the residual symmetry contact or quater-

nionic analytic diffeomorphism requires a great deal of further study. The relevance of the qualm

nionic (or even octonionic) structures may as well lie elsewhere, [-'or example, imposing self-

duality conditions [11] which lead to an interesting portion of the solution space (in analogy wiih

self-dual Yang-Mills instantons) may require the existence of complex, quaternionic or octomona

structures (not only on the world-volume, butalsoinspacetime) [12,13|.
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